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Bribie U3A centre is currently closed due to the coronavirus. www.u3abribie.org.au
Beachmere U3A open for Term 4 at the Hub, Main St. Beachmere
Contact: 0456 685 736, or check u3a@bang.org.au for Beachmere details.

President’s report
Hi Everybody, all well and safe I hope.
The committee will be meeting next week to work out how we will be starting up operations again. At this stage it looks
likely we will be able to operate from term 1 but we will need to ensure we have a proper Covid-safe plan in place. As is
always the case, the classes we will be able to offer will depend on the tutors who wish to run the classes. Covid times
may mean that class numbers would have to be limited in some circumstances but as has been obvious from the
outset, circumstances are changing all the time. We will continue to adhere to the rules as set out by Queensland Health,
so what we can do in January and February will largely depend on its decisions at the time. In the meantime we will
continue to produce the monthly newsletter to keep in touch. My thanks again to the Newsletter team who have tirelessly
developed and published the monthly epistle.
So the magpie nesting season is upon us. For the first time ever I was strafed by a couple of maggies whilst riding my bike
along the waterfront. Up until then I thought all the talk about birds attacking cyclists was a bit of a storm in a teacup, but
not so now! I’ve checked out what folk have done to discourage the swooping. It seems cable ties on helmets are the
most popular, the more the better, but who wants to look like an upturned echidna? One chap I saw had several metal
streamers attached to his helmet. This looked pretty effective although I should imagine the sun catching the streamers
could have dazzled following motorists, thus putting himself in greater danger I would have thought. Painting eyes on
helmets seems to be another approach but surely this would encourage attacks from our feisty friends. All of these
options, (in my opinion) made the riders look a little ridiculous so I have rejected all of them and come up with a great
solution.
You can get these realistic looking fibreglass owls from hardware stores. People put them on poles in their gardens to
scare away birds as well as other creatures that might invade a veggie patch, like rodents for example. They are certainly
effective. Anyone with an owl on their fence can be assured a bird and animal free garden, except for small dogs.
So I got myself an owl and super-glued it to my helmet and lo and behold, no more magpies. I mean to say I didn’t want
to look like an idiot with my head covered in cable ties, did I?
Take care everyone.

Greg Sibthorpe President

Covid ‘Thank you’ Card Competition

Thanks to our record number of contributors.

Congratulations to Olga Mack and Nancy Cameron - equal first.
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Beach or Bush
our next mini competition for artists.

Using Mixed Media, see what masterpieces you can come up with to help take our minds off Covid for a while!
Please submit a photo of your painting by 21st October - just a simple jpg please.
Email to ThirdAge@bribieu3a.com.au Mark it Attn: Jan

The Hub, Main St Beachmere

Office open: Tuesdays to Fr idays 8.30 –12
(during school terms)
Term 4 enrolment days: Thurs. 1st & Fri. 2nd Oct.
9 –12 at Beachmere Hub, Main St.
AGM: 23rd November at 1pm.
Contacts for details and Term 4 program: 0456 685 736
u3a@bang.org .au
www.bang.org.au/u3a

U3A Beachmere Incorporating
Members of U3A Beachmere met in August to vote on Incorporation. After
nearly two years under the auspices of Bribie U3A, a large attendance and
several Proxy votes voted to incorporate and become a separate entity.

Members at the incorporation meeting
at the Hub, August 2020

Beachmere U3A have spent some time working on their new Constitution,
and documents will be filed in a concerted effort to have the new entity
operating from Term One 2021.

A/g Chair, Barb Woodroffe, was happy with the attendance at the meeting and pleased that the decision had been made.
“Beachmere U3A is growing fast and there has been a steady flow of members getting back in touch – first to join up
for our Mini Term Three Program and to have a tour of our lovely new premises – the Hub,” Barb said. “It was a great
way to get everyone back into the U3A ‘swing’ and learn to deal with the new protocols that Covid-19 has brought to
our lives. Everything is working well and, apart from short delays when signing in to each class with temperature
checks, we have had nothing but smiles and laughter. We are already planning our Term Four Program, our belated
AGM in November and even bigger things for 2021.”
Mosaics Workshops - back in action
Our Mosaic Workshops are always popular with the lucky
students who are here enjoying our Mini Term 3
workshop. Pavers were the project and many new skills
were learned with as much laughter heard as glue was
used. Another Workshop is on the Term Four Program, but
with a ‘Xmas’ theme.

A reminder of a film mentioned in a previous newsletter

Rams
now coming to Bribie on October 16th.
In 2015 an Icelandic movie Hrutar (Rams) traced the lives of brothers, Gummi and Kiddi, living side by side,
tending their sheep in a secluded valley in Iceland. Their ancestral sheep-stock is considered one of the
country's best and the two brothers are repeatedly awarded for their prized rams. Although they share
the land and a way of life, Gummi and Kiddi have not spoken to each other in four decades.
The 2020 film RAMS is a re-imagining of the story: In remote Western Australia, two estranged brothers, Colin (Sam Neill)
and Les (Michael Caton), are at war. Raising separate flocks of sheep descended from their family's prized bloodline, the
two men work side by side, yet are worlds apart. When Les's prize ram is diagnosed with a rare and lethal illness,
authorities order a purge of every sheep in the valley. While Colin attempts to stealthily outwit the powers that be, Les
opts for angry defiance. But can the warring brothers set aside their differences and have a chance to reunite their
family, save their herd, and bring their community back together?
REVIEW: What is most surprising about the film is how it creeps up on you; you find yourself sincerely caring for its
characters. You genuinely feel for the brothers’ relationship, yet the script is so subtle in its depiction of the association
between the two that the feeling comes as a real surprise when it finally hits.
Rams is a lovely surprise, a film that intentionally builds up slowly and is so understated in the development of its main
characters that by the end of the film, you forget about almost everything else but the affection you have subconsciously
developed for the two brothers. A sneaky little treasure of a movie whose ending will stay with you for a long time.
Colin Hodges

Getting Physical

Chair Stretches: For Your Shoulders

Two stretches to help keep the shoulders strong and flexible. Never forget the Golden Rule: “If it hurts - STOP”.
Sit on your chair - remember to use a good stable chair - about ½ way between the front and back of the chair, with your
back not touching the back of the chair and very straight. Push the top of your head towards the ceiling to straighten your
spine. Knees are bent and feet flat on the floor - under the knees. (If your feet don’t reach the floor, put a book under your
feet)

1. Shoulder Circles:

This stretch is to be done SLOWLY and with awareness of your breathing.
Bend your elbows and place your fingers on the front of your shoulders.
Breathe OUT. Then, while breathing IN slowly, rotate the elbows in towards each other until
they touch. Continue rotating up, with hands close to your ears, until your elbows are
pointing towards the ceiling. PAUSE. Breathe OUT slowly as your elbows rotate back and
around to finish at the starting position. REPEAT 3 times.
Then reverse the circle, going in the opposite direction by rotating your elbows towards your
back as you breathe IN. Pause at the top of the rotation with the elbows pointing to the ceiling
and breathing OUT as you rotate forward, touch your elbows together, before returning to the
starting position. REPEAT 3 times.

2. Shoulder & Triceps Stretch:
Stretch RIGHT arm as high as you can with fingers pointing to the ceiling. Bend your elbow and
keeping upper arm close to your ear, take your hand down to between your shoulder blades and
touch your back. Keep it in that position.
Stretch LEFT arm to the ceiling, bend at the elbow and gently hold the bent elbow of the right arm,
to ensure the right arm stays close to the right ear. Keeping your back and neck straight, CLOSE
your eyes and be aware of breathing into the stretch, hold the position for 5 SLOW breaths.
REPEAT on other side.
Leonie Timmerman

‘

So for this month’s Positive Move, be daring!! Start
‘Start up your very own Book Club’
your own Book Club, select a book from the lists provided,
as a Positive Covid move.
have some fun and check out the report below from our
Bribie U3A group.
Ann Jones

For a Positive Move this time, we could think about
starting up our own Book Club and sharing the pleasures of
reading with friends or neighbours. It is well known that
reading anything at all will reduce stress and alleviate
depression. Belonging to a Book Club to share our
opinions, have meaningful discussions and exercise critical
thinking abilities is a great way to care for our mental health
and enjoy a social gathering at the same time.
The Moreton Bay Library’s website offers a plethora of
help for setting up a Book Club. To familiarise yourself, go
to Moreton Bay Region Libraries website, click on their
Home page, across to the right is My Library. Scroll down
to Book Club Sets. In the text before the lists of books,
click on Library’s Book Club page. Scroll down to Book
Club fact sheets and FAQs. By the time you have read all
this you will want to can the idea of starting up a Book Club,
but don’t be discouraged. The staff members at the Library
are very helpful and willing to assist.
Setting up a Book Club is simply a matter of forming a
group, deciding who is going to be the leader, is prepared to
pick the books up from the Library and return them on time
as well as encouraging members to have an open discussion
about the book or the author and keep the discussion on
track. You can have any number of members up to 10, as
Book Club books know the rules of Covid and come in sets
of 10! My advice: start with a few people and expand later
when you are settled into a routine. You need to decide
when and where the meetings are to be held, what type of
books you would like to read and how many people you
want in the group, not forgetting the wine and cheese, or the
dainty cakes and tea or cappuccinos. Take the opportunity
to have a stimulating social event.

Introducing our existing Book Discussion group.
Tutor, Eileen Kimmet’s review encourages us to accept the
challenge:
‘A disjointed year for U3A Groups including the Book
discussion members! However, we have been able to
gather since June and are currently reading our 5th book
for 2020. Book Groups are an excellent way to meet
others with a similar love of reading and a good group will
extend and challenge your reading as you are introduced
to new genres, authors and styles of writing. We meet
once a month to discuss the most recent book and are
encouraged to share our opinions, likes and dislikes.
Everyone’s contribution is valued and there are no right or
wrong answers. More often than not, we develop a
deeper appreciation of the text with this sharing and
delving.
After a disastrous attempt to meet in a park during a
strong westerly gale, we currently meet at the Deli café on
First Av. in a sheltered and separate gathering area (lunch
and coffee can be purchased to help the discussion along!)
We are a group of nine readers, so within the Covid
guidelines. This year so far, our favourite read was
‘Our Souls At Night’ by American author, Kent Haruff - an
enchanting novel about human relationships in the
twilight years. Short stories by Nick Earls promoted a
great discussion also. I would recommend starting a new
Book Discussion group and endorse the great help the
library offers all its groups.’ Happy Reading!
Eileen

Facing the basics of faces!

There are a number of things in drawing that are difficult
and faces are up there in the top few!
There are however a few basic rules to guide you through the process.

1: Draw a cross: the width should be two thirds that of the height. I have chosen 6cm wide

and 9cm high. The lines cross in the centre of each. Mark the end of each line. Remember to
draw the planning lines lightly.
2: Draw an egg shape, pointy end at the bottom, using the marks as a guide. Then
a rounder one for the top of the head. Use short pencil strokes to make the curve and try to keep
both sides the same.

3: Start with the eyes and draw a 1/2cm circle, the irises, just in from the halfway mark of each side of the
horizontal line. Now draw in the pupils but make sure they are in the same position in
each eye - otherwise they will be looking in two different directions. (Perfect for keeping
an eye on the grandkids, but not a good look in a drawing!) For the eyelids, draw a tear
drop on its side, about 1cm long, with the pointy end on the outside, make sure the sides
touch the top and bottom of the Iris.
About 1/2 cm above the top of the eye, draw a straight line and another at an angle
towards the centre line. There, you have eyes and eyebrows.
4: A line for the mouth is drawn 2cm from the bottom and should be as wide as the inner
edge of the irises. I put an upward curve on mine for a smile, but you can do a downward
curve if you are grumpy, or a straight line if you are noncommittal!
5: The nose is 1cm above the lips - a small straight line with a curve at each end for the
nostrils and each side of that is an upward line angling slightly in.
6: The hair is a few straight lines following the shape of the head - you can give your face
as much or as little hair as you like!
7: The tops of the ears are about level with the eyebrows and extend down to the level of the nose, they are
wider at the top and then angle back to the sides of the face at the bottom.
You now have the basic face and this is the time to do some corrections if you don't think
the shape looks quite right. The eyes and ears need to be equal in size. Once you are happy
with your face, erase the guide lines.
Remember, drawing faces is not all that easy, so if yours even slightly resembles a face, you
have done very well. You have done the hard part now, so relax, use your imagination and
simply have fun filling in some detail. The hair can be done with
short strokes. You can fill in the lips, put in some eyelashes and eyebrows,
a few wrinkles around the eyes and the forehead.
You can even add colour!
No-one learns to draw over night. It takes time and practice to improve. I am trying to give
you a little knowledge and lots of fun.
Drawing is not about being perfect it is all about HAVING FUN.
Kay Taaffe

Might be useful!

All organized for language courses at Bribie U3A, Chris, a U3A member, bought the following texts
and then as he was abroad till March, never managed to start the courses before the Covid closure interrupted!
Offered for sale to any prospective student and all in perfect condition and most never used:
Collins Easy Learning Mandarin Course with 3 CDs and Booklet @ $10.
Collins Italian Dictionary @ $10.
Collins Easy Learning Italian Course with 3 CDs and Booklet @ $10.
BBC Talk Italian Complete Box set; Three books and four CDs for $45.
In very good condition: Italian In Three Months for $10.
Enquiries: as text message to 0408749989.

Following the foreign language trail

Japan
for when the bubble expands and because we all need to dream!
So this month I chatted to Roger, our U3A Japanese tutor.

Autumn

For several years, Roger Tonkin has shared his knowledge and experience of Japanese
life with U3A and when I asked him about the longevity of the group, he pointed out
the attractiveness of Japan for we Australians – flight wise it’s relatively close, a
fascinating culture, they were closed to the entire world for 250 years until 1854;
thoughts which led him into many personal and contrasting memories:

‘As an eighteen year-old I thought I had the best job in the world: paid to travel the world, employed at sea but time in
port was my own, the ship was my hotel. Sometimes we were in the same place for months and so I discovered Japan.
My first Japanese experience was May 1960 and I remember in those days many more people wore traditional clothing.
There were signs of the modernisation to come but some things were still medieval such as open sewers down the middle
of the street and very basic toilet facilities. This contrasted with modern department stores and spotless trains and
stations.
The Japanese greatly admire koi carp for their courage and strength. During April and May windsocks,
representing carp, are flown across the country to honour children (until recently boys only!) and bless
them with these qualities.
Returned soldiers, many with horrible disfigurement wore white and wandered up and down the trains
begging. While in department stores every escalator had an assistant top and bottom to help or simply bow you on and
off. I discovered this politeness even extended to the three gentlemen who later robbed me and a shipmate at gun, knife
and icepick point just off the Ginza one evening. They were extremely polite and having withdrawn nine pounds from my
wallet returned it empty with a bow. I should add that Gus, my friend, was on the ground with another gentleman
holding an ice pick above his head and I had a knife at my throat at the time. The third man held the pistol but they all
had impeccable manners.
On one occasion I went alone to a restaurant in Kawasaki, (yes where the bikes come from) and after enjoying an
excellent meal left a tip under the plate, English style. It must have been 100 metres down the street when the waitress
caught up with me to return my offering.
‘Arigato’, thank you, is probably the first word in Japanese that I ever learned. However, when I politely thanked shop
assistants for their help I could see that they were puzzled. Only much later did I realise that in the Japanese mind
they should be thanking me for patronising them.’
Roger did acknowledge that communicating with the locals could be a problem as, although they have reasonable English,
are very reluctant to use it. But take care! They probably understand what you say to your partner!
A few useful words and phrases
Sumimasen = a great word for calling for service or making an apology when you bump into someone.
Arigato = thank you.
Domo arrigato gozaimasu = the polite version
Hai = I agree.
(Note: not necessarily “yes”. ‘Be careful,’ Roger warns. Oh dear – what did I just say?)
Iie (pronounced ee ay) = no
Kore = this
Doko = where
Toire = toilet
Desu ka = is it
Eigo = English language
Onegaaishimasu = please
Hence, according to Roger, you can construct sentences like –
‘sumimasen toire (wa) doko desu ka’ = Excuse me, where is the toilet?
‘Sumimasen kore (wa) ikura desu ka’ = excuse me, how much is this?
And my favourite = ‘Eigo (de) onegaishimasu’ = Please speak English.
I was about to ask what ‘ka, wa and de” all had to do with things but was told
‘They’re all tricky little words you don’t need to know about’. Thanks Roger!

Bernie Hillier
Little Joys!

Dinner at a traditional hotel

John is trying to house train a Peewee. Well, ‘house’ is probably not my term of reference, but
John did get very excited when the bird landed on his shoulder the other day – not that it stayed there
long and didn’t dare shit from that perch. I rather suspect that this relationship is based on John trying out innumerable
snacks. The bird returns in the expectation that John has finally found exactly what it wants.
Personally, given the amount of corn chips it consumes, I think we should call it ‘Mex’ – but when the poor little
thing turned up limping with a very unhappy foot, followed by what were either babies or a flock of two hangers on, we
thought we should regenerate the bird and call her ‘She’. She now flaunts the glorious name of ‘Limpit’. We’re still
looking for the perfect snack – meanwhile I think I eat most of the corn chips.
Bernie Hillier

ENR ——— URE
FOL ——— ING
DEB ——— BLE
TIM ——— BLE
FOR ——— FUL
GEN ——— LLY
ANN ———NCE

Fit the coloured three letter
words at the bottom into
the grid to make seven nine
letter words. When you
have done that, the letters
on the red dashes, reading
down, will spell out a U3A
class.

ERA, LOW, ETA, OYA, APT, ATE, GET

Follow the arrows from
Go To Whoa putting words
in the blank ovals that will
relate to both the end of the
word above & the beginning
of the word below.
Hints: to get you started
think ‘song title’.
The trick is to figure out the
‘WHOA’ word. I have given
you a clue. It has 3 letters.

More Unanswereable Questions to ponder…..
Why is the man who invests all your money called a Broker?
Why is it that Doctors call what they do a Practice?
Why is the time of day with the most traffic called ‘Rush Hour?’
Why is lemon juice made with artificial flavouring but dish washing liquid is
made with real lemons?
Why is ‘Abbreviated’ such a long word?
Why do banks leave vault doors open, but chain the pens to the counter?
Suggestion: send us your best response via ThirdAge@bribieu3a.com.au
Mark attention: Nancy - to keep us all thinking!

Answers to last month’s puzzles
Insert Words:
Slosh, Lotto, Other, Steps, Horse.
Fill In The Blank Spaces:
Ukulele, Canasta, Guitar, Indonesian,
Meditation, Singalong, Sociology,
Astronomy.
Starting & Finishing with the same
Letter:
T, B, R, G, W, C, E, S, A, L.
Old Saying:
A stitch in time saves nine.

Can you find the 4 letter word
that can go before all the
words below to make new
words?

Pack, drop, bone, hand, side,
chat, lash, door, ward, fire.

Sign at Podiatrist & as it’s just after Father’s Day,
I thought it rather appropriate!
‘A Father is a man who puts photos in his wallet where his money used to go.’
2020 calendar

March

May

July

New Monthly budget
Gas - $10
Entertainment - $0
Clothes - $0
Groceries - $1,400
Wine - $500

GO!

WHOA!

Maggi

???

Day

Bench

Head

Aid

Life!
When I was a child, I thought
‘naptime’ was a punishment,
now I think it is a mini vacation!
Wouldn’t it be great if we could
pop ourselves in the dryer
and come out 10 minutes later,
wrinkle free
and a few sizes smaller!

Many thanks to our U3A
team producing and
delivering the newsletter, and
especially our contributers,
known and unknown!
We welcome contributions
emailed to
ThirdAge@bribieu3a.com.au
Ann Brooks.

The sole purpose of a child's
middle name is so he can
tell when he's really in
trouble!
Some people try to turn back
their ‘oldometers’. Not me. I
want people to know why I
look this way. I've travelled
a long way and a lot of the
roads were not paved!

